The best strategy to care for critically ill patients overnight inspires great debate.1,2 Therefore, Huard and colleagues3 should be commended for their work assessing the association of 24-hour intensivist coverage in a cardiac surgery intensive care unit (ICU) with outcomes. They compared 2 eras in their cardiac surgery ICU. During time period A, board-certified intensivists provided care during daytime hours and a resident physician or fellow provided care overnight with the on-call cardiac surgeon. During time period B, 2 intensivists provided care during the day and 1 intensivist provided care overnight. The intensivist group was multidisciplinary, including critical care-trained anesthesiologists, pulmonologists, internists, surgeons, cardiologists, and nephrologists. Furthermore, the group personnel remained stable without physician turnover through 8 years across both eras. Using propensity score matching, the authors demonstrate that 24-hour intensivist coverage was associated with lower mortality, lower rates of cardiac arrest, and shorter duration of mechanical ventilation. Although ICU use was higher with higher rates of ICU readmissions, mortality among patients readmitted to ICU during era B was lower. Mortality associated with postoperative complications, commonly referred to as failure to rescue, decreased during era B in every instance. The improved mortality experienced was seen in only the higher-risk patients with a European system of cardiac risk evaluation II score >5%.

A possible interpretation of these findings, which are broadly consistent with a similarly structured, retrospective Canadian analysis by Benoit and colleagues, is that 24-hour intensivist coverage improves outcomes due to expert critical care. Although these results contrast with the sole, randomized trial of nighttime intensivist staffing that did not demonstrate reduced mortality,6 that study was conducted in a single, academic medical ICU and may not generalizable to this population. An alternate explanation for the findings of Huard and colleagues is that the observed improvement was due to transitioning nighttime care from less-experienced resident physicians and fellows to more experienced clinicians. Finally, as in any study comparing two eras using propensity score methods, unmeasured confounders certainly exist and could account for a portion of the observed effect. To allay this concern, the authors performed a robust set of sensitivity analyses and describe that most institutional factors remained constant over the 8-year time period.

What broad lessons can we learn from these data? First, excellent care is not contingent on critical care training from any single specialty. Similar to our group at Hopkins, the authors’ ICU group is multidisciplinary, with representatives from medicine, surgery, anesthesiology, and medical subspecialties. Second, the authors’ results occurred in an environment of consistent ICU protocols, nursing ratios, and a stable surgical and intensivist group, all of which could be necessary to realize these benefits. Finally, nighttime ICU coverage benefits high-risk patients the most. But, there are barriers to implementation of 24-hour intensivist coverage. For example, transitioning to this model would require the cost of an additional 4400 hours of ICU intensivist coverage in our center. For hospitals with low volumes and few high-risk patients, this would be prohibitive. Centralizing ICU care for the highest-risk cardiac surgery patients, already described for critical care overnight, is an option, but the financial burden cannot be underestimated. The best strategy to care for critically ill patients overnight inspires great debate.1,2 Furthermore, Huard and colleagues3 should be commended for their work assessing the association of 24-hour intensivist coverage in a cardiac surgery intensive care unit (ICU) with outcomes. They compared 2 eras in their cardiac surgery ICU. During time period A, board-certified intensivists provided care during daytime hours and a resident physician or fellow provided care overnight with the on-call cardiac surgeon. During time period B, 2 intensivists provided care during the day and 1 intensivist provided care overnight. The intensivist group was multidisciplinary, including critical care-trained anesthesiologists, pulmonologists, internists, surgeons, cardiologists, and nephrologists. Furthermore, the group personnel remained stable without physician turnover through 8 years across both eras. Using propensity score matching, the authors demonstrate that 24-hour intensivist coverage was associated with lower mortality, lower rates of cardiac arrest, and shorter duration of mechanical ventilation. Although ICU use was higher with higher rates of ICU readmissions, mortality among patients readmitted to ICU during era B was lower. Mortality associated with postoperative complications, commonly referred to as failure to rescue, decreased during era B in every instance. The improved mortality experienced was seen in only the higher-risk patients with a European system of cardiac risk evaluation II score >5%.

A possible interpretation of these findings, which are broadly consistent with a similarly structured, retrospective Canadian analysis by Benoit and colleagues, is that 24-hour intensivist coverage improves outcomes due to expert critical care. Although these results contrast with the sole, randomized trial of nighttime intensivist staffing that did not demonstrate reduced mortality, that study was conducted in a single, academic medical ICU and may not generalizable to this population. An alternate explanation for the findings of Huard and colleagues is that the observed improvement was due to transitioning nighttime care from less-experienced resident physicians and fellows to more experienced clinicians. Finally, as in any study comparing two eras using propensity score methods, unmeasured confounders certainly exist and could account for a portion of the observed effect. To allay this concern, the authors performed a robust set of sensitivity analyses and describe that most institutional factors remained constant over the 8-year time period.

What broad lessons can we learn from these data? First, excellent care is not contingent on critical care training from any single specialty. Similar to our group at Hopkins, the authors’ ICU group is multidisciplinary, with representatives from medicine, surgery, anesthesiology, and medical subspecialties. Second, the authors’ results occurred in an environment of consistent ICU protocols, nursing ratios, and a stable surgical and intensivist group, all of which could be necessary to realize these benefits. Finally, nighttime ICU coverage benefits high-risk patients the most. But, there are barriers to implementation of 24-hour intensivist coverage. For example, transitioning to this model would require the cost of an additional 4400 hours of ICU intensivist coverage in our center. For hospitals with low volumes and few high-risk patients, this would be prohibitive. Centralizing ICU care for the highest-risk cardiac surgery patients, already described for critical care overnight, is an option, but the financial burden cannot be underestimated.
care cardiology,\textsuperscript{7} might be an efficient way to realize the benefits gained by full-time intensivist staffing.

On the basis of these data, intensivist stars do come out at night, and they improve cardiac surgery outcomes.
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